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Part 4
Drafting New Ideas

As seen in the previous Part, an appropriate answer to a case is essentially made up of relevant ideas. 
While complying with this requirement, one must also make sure to submit new ideas, namely ideas that 
give added value to the answer. In other words, successfully completing a case depends on your ability 
to draft a reasonable number of relevant and new ideas on the main problems or issues. An idea that 
does not have these characteristics is quite simply not even considered in the assessment of the answer.

Minimizing Repetitions Of The Case

A new idea is one that is unknown to the employer or client. Whether it takes the form of an argument, 
an explanation, a comment, an option, a conclusion or a recommendation, the idea must not have 
been previously put forth in the case. For example, if the case states that there are deficiencies in the 
organizational structure, a candidate who indicates that decentralization may be a solution brings a new 
idea to the table. On the other hand, if the case states that decentralization has already been considered by 
senior management, repeating this option will not be a new idea. The analysis of this option will, however, 
be one. Similarly, an idea repeated more than once throughout the answer represents only one new idea. 

point of view
One must pay particular attention to any comment, opinion or request on the part of the 
employer or client. Where the client makes a suggestion or is considering proceeding 
in a certain manner, this must be discussed, even if you know ahead of time that this is 
not a good idea. The employer or client is definitely expecting to receive a reply from 
you on this aspect, within the case parameters.

It is not the idea originating from the client that is new,
but rather the way in which you deal with it.

I frequently notice that some candidates systematically 
summarize the contents of the case prior to resolving it. At 
times, it is a verbatim summary. They thus state the current 
situation before moving on to the resolution stage. This kind 
of summary contains no new idea, which, per se, makes 
it useless. Instead, one ought to consider that the recipient 
of the report – in this case, the person grading it – is fully 
aware of the case facts. Go from there!

RelevaNT aND
New IDea

↓

aPPROPRIaTe IDea

Inadequate SUCCeSS
→ Repeating the same point several times 

in different ways without realizing it is 
the same argument.

→ Using various relevant data from the 
case to diversify arguments.

→ Quoting or rearranging the facts set out 
in the case or repeating them in other 
words.

→ Incorporating useful insights into the 
analysis of facts.
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In the above example, the entire first paragraph is pointless. The reader of the report does not need this 
information, since he or she already has it. There are no new ideas stated. You will surely understand 
that the employer or client retaining you does not need for you to tell him what he already knows.
To achieve the passing standard, QUalITY, QUaNTITY and DIveRSITY are the guiding principles.
In certain circumstances, you may have to put things in perspective. The information originating from an 
external source, such as an excerpt of a newspaper article appended to the report, might not be known 
to its recipient. In such a case, the information reiterated is a new idea.

Audit Procedures
 Clauses required by the bank

– determine if the two ratios have been met at June 30 (5% of assets and maximum debt/
equity of 1.25), in light of the reporting errors identified.

– obtain the calculation formula used by the bank.

eXaMPle OF aPPROPRIaTe DRaFTING

Obviously, not summarizing the case speeds up the drafting of your answer. A clear and precise title 
situates the reader properly as to the contents of the discussion. It is then possible to move straight on 
to the analysis in order to best use the restricted time frame allotted for the resolution of the case. Note, 
as well, that a brief reference to the ratios in brackets allows you to focus the discussion. Finally, since it 
is an action “list”, each idea can quite simply start with a verb in the infinitive. 

point of view
Some candidates consider that summarizing the case facts prior to embarking on their 
analysis enables them to better understand what is going on. This is an understandable 
point of view, since one must always make sure that one has correctly identified the 
problem involved. In fact, what is important is to have a thorough understanding of the 
company’s current situation, with the objective of properly defining the starting point. 
The area of risk is to focus on suppliers’ completeness, for instance, or establishing 
that the problem concerns the contract loss and not the contract itself is definitely 
crucial. However, in your answer it is rarely necessary to summarize everything that 
is happening in the case to do so.

There is no time available to re-write the case facts.
An acceptable compromise would be to go through this process in your mind or, for a 
complex situation or topic, to do so briefly via your Reading Notes.

At our last meeting, the Chief Executive Officer of the entity indicated that the bank had 
required debt covenants at the time of renewal of the mortgage. The agreement provided to 
me states that at least 5% of the total assets must be maintained in cash and cash equivalents, 
and the debt/equity ratio must not exceed 1.25.
One must, therefore, determine if the required ratios have been complied with at year-end, 
in light of the reporting errors identified.
Furthermore, it will be necessary to obtain the calculation formula used by the bank.

eXaMPle OF DRaFTING THaT NeeDleSSlY SUMMaRIZeS THe CaSe FaCTS
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Incomplete Drafting appropriate Drafting

The manager tells me that product quality is a 
key success factor in the industry sector.
I recommend that you not source your supplies 
from MIX.

REC.: No procurement of supplies from MIX, 
because the quality of the material is inferior to 
that currently used.
It just so happens that quality is a key success 
factor in this sector.

Your objective is to diversify your activities.
I recommend the acquisition of XYZ, since the 
ask price is less than the going concern value 
calculated.

I recommend the acquisition of XYZ, since the 
ask price is less than the fair value calculated and 
this coincides with your objective of diversifying 
your activities.

No repayment terms are provided in the 
agreement.
The note payable to the shareholder must be 
allocated to Shareholders’ Equity.

The note payable to the shareholder must be 
allocated to Shareholders’ Equity, since no 
repayment terms are provided in the agreement.

eXaMPleS OF THe aPPROPRIaTe USe OF CaSe FaCTS

By perusing the left-hand column, one realizes that the nexus between the case facts appearing at 
the beginning and the recommendation that follows is not clearly or directly established. In other 
words, the reader must “assume” the existence of this nexus. In the first example, it “appears” that the 
recommendation not to do business with MIX is warranted by the lesser quality of its products. However, 
this is not so obvious, since the link between the two sentences is not systematically established. Some 
words are missing. 
In the right-hand column, there is no doubt as to the usefulness of the case facts in the analysis. Be aware 
going forward that one cannot ask the reader of an answer to add words or links, much less extrapolate 
the meaning of the statements made. We will revisit this aspect in Part 8.

A clarification is necessary here since the previous statements may appear to contradict the undeniable 
fact that an answer must consistently be integrated to the case, which will always be true. Therefore, 
there is a difference between summarizing or repeating the case facts, and using them.

Repeating the case facts needlessly weighs down the drafting of the answer.

USING   ≠   SUMMaRIZING
Using the case facts provided is crucial to your success.

Personally, when I draft my answer to a case, I rarely start a sentence or paragraph with any of the 
information provided. It is an effective drafting tip in order to minimize useless repetition. When you 
think about it, it makes sense, since the case facts essentially serve to substantiate, explain or evaluate an 
idea that is put forth. They are there to go hand in hand with your analyses, not to be put forth in and 
of themselves.
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CaSe FaCTS    →    RelevaNT aNalYSIS


